Corrections

This section of the FEDERAL REGISTER contains editorial corrections of previously published Presidential, Rule, Proposed Rule, and Notice documents. These corrections are prepared by the Office of the Federal Register. Agency prepared corrections are issued as signed documents and appear in the appropriate document categories elsewhere in the issue.

GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION

President's Commission on the Celebration of Women in American History; Meeting

Correction

In notice document 98-28913, appearing on page 58052, in the issue of Thursday, October 29, 1998, in the second column, in the SUMMARY section, in the fifth line, “9 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Monday” should read “1 p.m to 4 p.m. on Thursday”.

BILLING CODE 1505-01-D

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

Office of Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement

30 CFR Part 915

[SPATS No. IA-002-FOR]

Correction

Iowa Regulatory Program

Proposed rule document 98-27503 was inadvertently published in the Rules and Regulations section of the issue of Wednesday, October 14, 1998, beginning on page 55025. It should have appeared in the Proposed Rules section.
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DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Drug Enforcement Agency

[Docket No. 97-30]

Robert D. Iver, D.D.S. Continuation of Registration With Restrictions

Correction

In notice document 98-28175 beginning on page 56220, in the issue of Wednesday, October 21, 1998, make the following corrections:

1. On page 56221, in the first column, in the eighth line, “1998” should read “1988”.
2. On page 56221, in the first column, in the first full paragraph, in the ninth line, “1998” should read “1988”.
3. On page 56222, in the second column, in the second full paragraph, in the 16th line, “1998” should read “1988”.
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